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Abstract
An extension of the finite element method–flux corrected transport stabiliza-
tion (FEM-FCT) for hyperbolic problems in the context of partial differential-
algebraic equations (PDAEs) is proposed. Given a local extremum diminishing
property of the spatial discretization, the positivity preservation of the one-step
θ−scheme when applied to the time integration of the resulting differential-
algebraic equation (DAE) is shown, under a mild restriction on the time step-
size. As crucial tool in the analysis, the Drazin inverse and the corresponding
Drazin ODE are explicitly derived. Numerical results are presented for non-
constant and time-dependent boundary conditions in one space dimension and
for a two-dimensional advection problem where the advection proceeds skew to
the mesh.
Keywords: partial differential-algebraic equations, positivity preserving time
integration, FEM-FCT stabilization
1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with advection-dominated flow problems and
study appropriate stabilization techniques that suppress unphysical oscillations
and guarantee positivity preservation. Taking the recently developed Finite Ele-
ment Method – Flux Corrected Transport Scheme (FEM-FCT) [1, 2] as starting
point, we focus on a partial differential-algebraic framework that allows a gen-
eral coupling procedure where boundary conditions are expressed as constraints
and appended by means of Lagrange multipliers. The stabilization approach
that we provide makes it possible to model and stabilize a flow problem as part
of a more general coupled system that may stem from fluid-structure interac-
tion, from domain decomposition or from other multiphysics models, see, e.g.,
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] for such applications.
It is well-known that the standard Galerkin finite element method applied to
hyperbolic problems tends to produce unphysical oscillations, and stabilization
is a big task in the simulation. Today, there exist many different stabilization
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techniques, with the Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG) method [9,
10] being one of earliest. In the case of time-dependent problems it has been
observed for a long time that SUPG produces spurious oscillations. To deal
with this issue, the class of Spurious Oscillations at Layer Diminishing (SOLD)
schemes has been developed [11, 12]. Another stabilization technique are the
so-called Local Projection Stabilization (LPS) methods [13, 14, 15].
The idea behind all these so far mentioned stabilization techniques is the
modification of the Galerkin finite element discretization by adding additional
terms to the underlying bilinear form. A different route is taken by the FEM-
FCT scheme that operates directly on the system matrices derived from the
standard Galerkin finite element method. This stabilization constructs first a
very diffusive but non-oscillating and positivity preserving scheme and then,
in a second step, corrects the diffusive low order solution by a limiting post
processing based on antidiffusive terms that are computed from the standard
high order solution [2, 1, 16, 17]. The FEM-FCT scheme has been shown to
produce competitive results in comparison with the other techniques [18]. An
important advantage of the FEM-FCT technique lies in the fact that it can be
implemented in a straightforward way into an already existing finite element
code.
In order to extend the FEM-FCT scheme to a partial differential-algebraic
setting, we need to analyze the positivity preservation of the underlying time
integration process for a given spatial discretization, cf. [19, 20], and to adjust
the stabilization procedure in case of constraint terms. While the second topic
turns out to be straightforward, the question of positivity preservation leads
to the study of the Drazin inverse and a corresponding ordinary differential
equation that we call the Drazin ODE. We remark that this approach has been
investigated for general unstructured DAEs in [21], but here we are able to
provide an explicit representation of the Drazin ODE that reflects the structure
of the corresponding DAE and that enables us to prove positivity preservation
for the class of one-step θ-methods, provided that a Local Extremum Diminishing
(LED) property of the semi-discretized equations holds. As an extra benefit, our
approach sheds also new light on the treatment of the boundary conditions in the
standard FEM-FCT scheme since in the PDAE framework with the boundary
conditions appended, the boundary nodes do not require any extra processing.
The paper is organized as follows. Taking the linear advection-diffusion
equation as model problem, we discuss the positivity preservation in a partial
differential-algebraic framework in Section 2. The FEM-FCT procedure is re-
called and modified in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to numerical
convergence studies.
2. Positivity Preserving Schemes
Let Ω ⊂ Rd, d = 1, 2, 3 be a bounded domain with boundary ∂Ω =: Γ and
T = [t0, tm] ⊂ R+0 a given time interval. We consider the linear advection-
diffusion equation, written as generic conservation law
u˙+∇ · (βu) = ∇ · (κ∇u) + f in Ω× T (1a)
with Dirichlet boundary data
u = u¯ on Γ× T (1b)
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and initial conditions
u = u0 in Ω× {t0}. (1c)
The scalar diffusion coefficient is denoted by κ while β ∈ Rd stands for the advec-
tion velocity. In the following, we restrict our discussion to constant parameters
β and κ and vanishing sink / source term f .
For |β| >> κ, the problem is dominated by the advection and constitutes a
hyperbolic partial differential equation with an additional regularization in form
of the diffusion term. For such problems, the finite element method produces
unphysical oscillations in the spatial discretization such that it is necessary to
use a suitable stabilization technique [22]. To obtain a stable numerical solution
we have to avoid two incidents:
S1 Birth and growth of local extrema
S2 Global over- and undershoots
As discussed in the Introduction, there has been a huge research effort on sta-
bilizations of the finite element method applied to hyperbolic problems. We
select here the Finite Element Method - Flux Corrected Transport (FEM-FCT)
scheme [2, 1, 16, 17] as starting point of our work. In short, this stabilization
operates directly on the algebraic level by modifying the system matrix and
the right hand side vector, and it seems to produce less wriggles than most
other techniques [18]. The idea of the FEM-FCT scheme is to use the know-
ledge about the structure of the system matrix computed in the finite element
discretization to construct a local extremum diminishing (LED) scheme which
fulfills requirement S1. Integrating the resulting differential equation system
using a positivity preserving time integrator leads to the satisfaction of the
maximum principle, consequently requirement S2 is fulfilled. In the following,
we will first study the time integration process in a rather general context and
then, in the next section, address the details of the FEM-FCT algorithm.
2.1. Local Extremum Diminishing
The LED property is a constraint on the spatial discretization. In order to
explain this notion, we discretize (1) in space by the standard Galerkin finite
element method. For this purpose, let Th be an admissible subdivision of Ω
with mesh size h, Ωh =
⋃
T∈Th T . Furthermore let ϕi be a finite element basis
function. Then the semi-discrete solution uh has the form
uh(x, t) =
nu∑
i=1
ui(t)ϕi(x) (2)
where nu is the number of degrees of freedom and ui is the discrete solution in the
node i of the mesh. In case of a nodal basis, it holds even more uh(xi, t) = ui(t).
To simplify the notation, we use uh in the following both for denoting the
semi-discrete solution (2) and for the vector of unknown nodal variables uh =
(u1, . . . , unu)
T . Applying the Galerkin projection to (1), we obtain, after the
usual steps, the system of ordinary differential equations
Mu˙h +Kuh = Q in Ωh × T. (3)
Here, M = (m)ij ∈ Rnu×nu , mij :=
∫
Ωh
ϕi · ϕj dx, stands for the mass matrix
and K = (k)ij ∈ Rnu×nu , kij :=
∫
Ωh
κ∇ϕi ·∇ϕj +βϕi ·∇ϕj dx, for the stiffness
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matrix. We stress that in this case, the boundary condition uh = u¯ on Γh × T
is already built into the equation system by means of suitable modifications of
M , K, and the right hand side term Q.
Without loss of generality, we assume next that the mass matrix M in (3)
is diagonal. One way to obtain a diagonal mass matrix is to apply a Cholesky
decomposition of M , the other would be the widespread mass lumping as de-
scribed later on in (28). Setting the source / sink term to zero, we then extract
from (3) at every meshnode i the semi-discrete scheme
u˙i =
∑
j
cijuj (4)
where the coefficients cij depend on the spatial discretization procedure, e.g.,
cij = −kij/mii. If the coefficient matrix (c)ij has zero row sum,
∑
j cij = 0, the
semi-discrete equation (4) can be decomposed into fluxes in the following way
u˙i =
∑
j
cijuj =
∑
j 6=i
cij(uj − ui). (5)
Suppose now that all non-diagonal entries of the coefficient matrix are non-
negative, cij ≥ 0, j 6= i. If we assume that ui is a minimum, then uj − ui ≥ 0.
This leads to u˙i ≥ 0, and therefore a minimum cannot decrease and, analogously,
a maximum cannot increase. If the coefficient matrix is additionally sparse, also
a local maximum cannot increase and a local minimum cannot decrease, see [1]
and the references therein. A scheme which satsifies these properties is called
Local Extremum Diminishing (LED).
The following observation will play a role below when the FEM-FCT scheme
is discussed in detail.
Remark 1. Consider a diffusion-dominated problem (1) with κ  |β|. Then
the lumped-mass Galerkin finite element method with basis functions which sum
up to unity at each node fulfills the LED property for incompressible flows.
2.2. Positivity Preserving Time Integrators
In the case of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), the positivity preserva-
tion of commonly used time stepping schemes is an intensively analyzed object
[19, 20], but the transfer to DAEs is not a straightforward task. In contrast to
the most general case discussed in [21], we benefit from the facts that we only
want to preserve the positivity of the differential variables and that we have a
detailed knowledge about the structure of the system matrices. The procedure
is now the following. First we derive the corresponding Drazin ODE and show
the positivity preservation for the differential variable if the one-step θ−scheme
is applied. Afterwards the equivalence of the discretized Drazin ODE and the
original equation is briefly discussed.
Assume that the general linear advection-diffusion equation (1) is discretized
in space using a finite element discretization that possesses the LED property.
To enforce the discretized Dirichlet boundary conditions
uh = u¯ on Γh × T, (6)
we pursue a differential-algebraic approach and express (6) as constraint Cuh +
c(t) = 0. Observe that uh is here, in contrast to (6), the vector of nodal variables
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and that C ∈ Rnu×nλ is a Boolean matrix that picks the nodes on the discrete
boundary Γh. The linear boundary condition (6) is then coupled with the semi-
discrete differential equations by means of a Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ Rnλ . As
result, we obtain the DAE
Mu˙h +Kuh + C
Tλ = Q, (7a)
0 = Cuh + c(t), (7b)
with consistent initial data uh(t0) = u0 and λ(t0) = λ0. While the semi-discrete
system (3) includes the boundary conditions directly by corresponding modifi-
cations of the mass and stiffness matrices and extra right hand side data, the
linear DAE (7) features an explicit representation of coupling information. This
is of particular importance in situations where the function u¯ stems from a sec-
ond system that is solved simultaneously with the advection-diffusion problem.
Such situations occur in multiphysics applications, e.g., fluid-structure interac-
tion, and in time-dependent domain decomposition problems [23].
2.2.1. Derivation of the Drazin ODE
As discussed in [21], the key tool to analyze the linear DAE (7) with re-
spect to positivity preservation is the Drazin inverse [24, 25]. We consider the
homogenous case and write (7) as
Ay˙h = Byh, yh(t0) = y0 (8)
with
yh = (uh, λ)
T , A =
(
M 0
0 0
)
∈ Rn×n and B =
(−K −CT
C 0
)
∈ Rn×n (9)
where n = nu + nλ. We assume now that the matrix pencil (µA−B), µ ∈ C is
regular, i.e., det(µA−B) 6= 0 for some µ ∈ C. Then (8) is equivalent to
Aˆy˙h = Bˆyh (10)
with
Aˆ := (µA−B)−1A, Bˆ := A := (µA−B)−1B = −I + µAˆ. (11)
The reformulation of (8) with the matrix pencil in (10) is necessary to get a
formulation with commutative system matrices Aˆ, Bˆ. Obviously, the matrix Aˆ
is singular because A is singular and cannot be inverted. But we can derive an
explicit representation of the solution with the help of the Drazin inverse AD
[26], which is defined by
Definition 2.1. Let ν ∈ R be the nilpotency index of Aˆ ∈ Cn×n. Then the
matrix AˆD ∈ Cn×n satisfying the axioms
AˆAˆD = AˆDAˆ (12a)
AˆDAˆAˆD = AˆD (12b)
AˆDAˆν+1 = Aˆν (12c)
is called the Drazin inverse of Aˆ.
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With the help of the Drazin inverse from Definition 2.1 we can derive an
analytical solution of (8), see, e.g., [27].
Lemma 2.1. Let the matrix pencil µA − B be regular. Then the analytical
solution of the differential-algebraic equation is given by
yh(t) = exp(Aˆ
DBˆt)AˆDAˆy0. (13)
From the explicit representation (13) we can derive an ODE system
y˙h = Aˆ
DBˆyh (14)
with consistent initial condition
yh,0 = Aˆ
DAˆy0 (15)
that we call the Drazin ODE. Taking the same approach as in [28] to determine
the Drazin ODE, we show the following result.
Theorem 2.1. The system matrix of the Drazin ODE (14) is given by
AˆDBˆ = S :=
( −PMM−1K 0
HTMKPMM
−1K 0
)
(16a)
and the projector by
AˆDAˆ = Q :=
(
I 0
−HTMK 0
)
. (16b)
Proof. To proof Theorem 2.1, we need to show the conditions of Definition 2.1.
First, observe that it holds
AˆD = µAˆDAˆ− AˆDBˆ. (17)
To keep the notation as short as possible we introduce the notations
HM = M
−1CT (CM−1CT ) (18)
and for the projection from Rnu onto the constraint subspace {q ∈ Rnu |Cq = 0}
PM = I −HMC. (19)
We start with the computation of Aˆ. Assume that the matrix pencil µA − B
is regular for a fixed value µ ∈ C. With the help of blockwise inversion we
compute
Aˆ =
(
PZZ
−1M 0
HTZM 0
)
where Z := µM + K, and similar to (18) - (19) we define PZ := I − HZC,
HZ := Z
−1CT (CZ−1CT ). Analogously to (17) one shows that
AˆD = µQ− S.
holds. Yet we need to verify (12a)-(12c) for (2.2.1). The satisfaction of (12a) is
straightforward. We omit the calculation here and just state the result as
Aˆ(µQ− S) = (µQ− S)Aˆ = Q.
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The condition (12b) follows from the structure of the matrix Q which implies
SQ = QS = S and Q2 = Q. From this it follows
(µQ− S)Aˆ(µQ− S) = (µQ− S) = µQ− S.
The last condition (12c) is satisfied for nilpotency index ν = 2. Then
(µQ− S)Aˆ3 = Aˆ(µQ− S)AˆAˆ = AˆQAˆ = AˆAˆ.
2.2.2. Positivity Preservation for DAEs
The Drazin ODE (14) is now discretized in time. We assume that (7) has
been discretized in space using an LED scheme. As a positivity-preserving time
stepping scheme, the one-step θ−method is applied,
yn+1h − ynh = θ∆tAˆDBˆyn+1h + (1− θ)∆tAˆDBˆynh . (20)
Theorem 2.2. Consider the linear advection-diffusion equation (1). We as-
sume a local extremum diminishing space discretization scheme in the differ-
ential part of (14). Discretizing the Drazin ODE in time by the one-step
θ−scheme, positivity will be preserved under a CFL-like time step restriction
1 + ∆t(1− θ) min
i
(−PMM−1K)ii ≥ 0. (21)
Proof. As stated in (16a), the system matrix is given by
AˆDBˆ = S :=
( −PMM−1K 0
HTMKPMM
−1K 0
)
.
Following the idea of the proof in [1], we start with the special case of the
implicit Euler scheme, θ = 1, applied to the differential part of (14)
un+1h = u
n
h −∆tPMM−1Kunh.
We expect that the solution unh is positive at every node and u
n+1
h is negative at
some nodes. Let the global minimum be located at node k. Then the discrete
solution at node k satisfies
u˙h,k =
∑
j 6=k
−[PMM−1K]ij (uh,j − uh,k) . (22)
The coefficients [−PMM−1K]ij , i 6= j are positive due to the LED property.
Accordingly, the assumption un+1h,k < 0 implies uh,j − uh,k < 0, which leads to a
contradiction to the global minimum property of uh,k.
Considering next the case θ < 1, we need to include the explicit terms into
(22). Therefore the positivity will be preserved for
unh,i −∆t(1− θ)
∑
j 6=i
[PMM
−1K]ij(unh,j − unh,i) ≥ 0.
For positive solutions unh,i and positive coefficients −PMM−1K, the positivity
is then preserved under the time step restriction (21).
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We remark that the time step restriction (21) is similiar to the one given in
[20] where the positivity preservation of the one-step θ−scheme applied to an
ODE w′(t) = Ew(t) is proved under a time step restriction δ∆t ≤ 11−θ and δ
depending on the coefficients of the system matrix E.
Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we assumed an LED scheme but left
it open what this precisely means in our context. Let us shortly discuss the LED
property of the underlying space discretization for the FEM-FCT scheme that
will be presented in more detail in the next section. We are only interested in
the positivity preservation of the differential variables in the low order scheme
of the FEM-FCT algorithm. Let ML denote the lumped mass matrix and
L := K +D the low order stiffness matrix with K the standard Galerkin finite
element stiffness matrix and D a diffusion operator designed as to improve the
M-matrix property of L. The resulting ODE reads then
u˙h = −PMLM−1L Luh. (23)
Here, the matrix M−1L L is an M-matrix, cf. Remark 1, and the projector PML
is defined in (19). Thanks to the structure of the constraints or boundary
conditions, respectively, the structure of the system matrix M−1L L is conserved
under the projection PML such that the spatial discretization scheme is LED.
2.2.3. Equivalence of Discretized Systems
Our aim was to show that the one-step θ−scheme applied to the differential-
algebraic equation (7) is positivity preserving with respect to the differential
variable. In the last subsection, we proved this proposition for the correspond-
ing Drazin ODE. In addition, we need to guarantee the equivalence between
the discrete Drazin ODE and the discrete DAE such that we can transfer the
positivity preservation property to the DAE.
For this purpose,we first adapt the one-step θ−scheme to the differential-
algebraic equation (7) or (8), respectively. This yields
un+1 = un − θ∆tM−1Kun+1 − (1− θ)∆tM−1Kun (24)
−∆tM−1CTλn+1,
0 = Cun+1, (25)
where we enforce the constraint explicitly at the time level tn+1.
Lemma 2.2. Let the Drazin ODE (14) and the differential-algebraic system (8)
be discretized in time with the one-step θ− scheme. Furthermore, we assume
consistent initial conditions. Then in each time step, the discrete equations for
the differential variable are equivalent.
Proof. Discretizing (14) by the one-step θ−scheme yields at a certain time in-
stant t = tn+1
un+1 = un − θ∆tPMM−1Kun+1 − (1− θ)∆tPMM−1Kun, (26)
λn+1 = θ∆tHTMKPMM
−1Kun+1 + (1− θ)∆tHTMKPMM−1Kun.
We insert (24) into the constraint (25) and derive an explicit formula for the
Lagrange multipliers λn+1. Afterwards, we plug this presentation of λn+1 into
(24). Due to the consistent initial conditions, we can then inductively proceed.
Suppose that both schemes are equivalent until the time step tn−1 → tn, which
leads to Cun = 0. With this relation in mind we can conclude the equivalence
for the next step tn → tn+1.
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3. Flux Correction applied to Partial Differential-Algebraic Equa-
tions
Before modifying the FEM-FCT algorithm for the handling of PDAEs we
recall the standard procedure. At first, a strong artificial diffusion is introduced
into the high order scheme to develop a positivity preserving scheme. Due to
Godunov’s theorem, see, e.g. [29], the accuracy of such a method decreases to
first order. A high-resolution scheme can be reconstructed by adding locally
antidiffusion. The amount of the antidiffusion is restricted at every node stencil
Si by Zalesak’s limiter [30].
3.1. The Standard Algorithm
The construction of a low order scheme starts with the standard Galerkin
finite element discretization using a one-step θ−scheme for time integration
Mun+1h + θ∆tKu
n+1
h = Mu
n
h − (1− θ)∆tKunh + ∆tQn+θ (27)
where M denotes the consistent mass matrix, K the system stiffness matrix
collecting all advective and diffusive terms, and Q the right hand side vector.
Due to Remark 1, we derive a positivity preserving scheme in two steps. First
we modify the matrices by using the lumped mass matrix
ML = diag(mi), mi =
∑
j
Mij , (28)
and by adding sufficient diffusion D to the stiffness matrix K,
L = K +D, D = (d)ij where (29a)
dij = −max(0, kij , kji) and (29b)
dii =
∑
j 6=i
dij . (29c)
Then the low order scheme is given by
MLu
n+1
h + θ∆tLu
n+1
h = MLu
n − (1− θ)∆tLun + ∆tQn+θ. (30)
To ensure the positivity preservation we need to fulfill the time step restriction
(21).
The antidiffusive fluxes are defined as the residuum between both schemes
(30) and (27) via
F(un+1H , un) = − (M −ML)
(
un+1H − un
)
(31)
−∆tD (θun+1H + (1− θ)un)
where un+1H denotes the solution at time level tn+1 computed with the oscillatory
high order scheme (27). Let ∆ui := un+1i,H − uni , then we can decompose (31)
into fluxes
Fij := −(M −ML)ij(∆uj −∆ui) (32)
−∆tdij
(
θ(un+1j,H − un+1i,H ) + (1− θ)(unj − uni )
)
.
A high-resolution solution un+1 can be computed by
(Ml + θ∆tL)u
n+1 = (Ml − (1− θ)L)un + ∆tQn+1 + F?(un+1H , un) (33)
where F?i =
∑
j 6=i αijFij and 0 ≤ αij ≤ 1 determined via Zalesak’s limiter
function [1, 17].
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3.1.1. One-dimensional Example
To understand how the stabilization works, we consider the one dimensional
pure advection equation
u˙+ aux = 0. (34)
Let Si = {i− 1, i, i+ 1} be the stencil of a node i. Then it holds
d = dji = dij =
{
−max(0, kij), if j ∈ Si, j 6= i
0, if j 6∈ Si.
Therefore,
dii = 2d.
The FEM-FCT stabilized discretization scheme at an inner node j is given by,
using the Courant number C,
un+1j +
θ
2
C
(
un+1j+1 − un+1j−1
)
+ dθ∆t
(
un+1j−1 − 2un+1j + un+1j+1
)
(35)
− [αj,j−1un+1j−1 − (αj,j−1 + αj,j+1)un+1j + αj,j+1un+1j+1 ]
−dθ∆t [αj,j−1un+1j−1 − (αj,j−1 + αj,j+1)un+1j + αj,j+1un+1j+1 ]
= unj −
1− θ
2
C
(
unj+1 − unj−1
)
+ d(1− θ)∆t (unj−1 − 2unj + unj+1)
+
[
αj,j−1unj−1 − (αj,j−1 + αj,j+1)unj + αj,j+1unj+1
]
−d(1− θ)∆t [αj,j−1unj−1 − (αj,j−1 + αj,j+1)unj + αj,j+1unj+1]
In the case of αij ≡ 1 ∀i, j we recover the high order standard Galerkin finite
element scheme with the consistent mass matrix, and all additional diffusive
terms cancel out. On the other hand, consider αij ≡ 0 ∀i, j where the second
order central differences terms from the consistent mass matrix and the antid-
iffusion are canceled out and from which we derive the low order scheme (30).
In all cases 0 < αij < 1, antidiffusion is added, depending on the value of αij .
3.2. The Modified Algorithm
In the PDAE case, most of the modifications of the FEM-FCT scheme con-
cern the construction of the low order scheme. There are two major changes in
the low order scheme, and in addition we need to address the limiter application.
• Mass lumping in the low-order scheme (28)
The mass lumping is realized by adding all row entries to the diagonal
entry. The extended mass matrix in the differential-algebraic case is given
by (9), i.e. A =
(
MFEM 0
0 0
)
, where MFEM denote the consistent mass
matrix stemming from the standard Galerkin finite element discretization.
This means that only additional zero blocks are added. Therefore the
standard mass lumping procedure can be applied.
• Adding additional diffusion in the low order scheme (29)
The extended stiffness matrix due to the differential-algebraic framework
reads B =
(−KFEM −CT
C 0
)
, and it includes the usual stiffness matrix
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of the finite element discretization KFEM and the additional Boolean con-
straint matrix C as in (9). Using the standard procedure described in
(29) to modify the stiffness would mean to add diffusion to the constraint
matrix C, which leads to an error in the constraints. We propose to con-
vert the stiffness matrix blockwise into the matrix L for the lower order
method where
L =
(−LFCT −CT
C 0
)
, LFCT = KFEM +DFEM.
• Limiter application in (33)
The limiter controls the amount of antidiffusion added to the scheme at
each node i, taking into account the solution behaviour at the local stencil
Si. Adding antidiffusion to the algebraic variables would lead to an error in
the constraint. Therefore we suggest to split the limiter into α = (αu, αλ)T
with limiter αu ∈ Rnu for the differential variable and limiter αλ ∈ Rnλ
for the algebraic variable and set αλ ≡ 0 in the algorithm.
We remark that our modified FEM-FCT scheme, in contrast to the established
approach, requires no extra treatment of the boundary nodes since these are
taken care of by the constraints.
4. Results
In this section we demonstrate the behaviour of the modified FEM-FCT
scheme in the partial differential-algebraic case. We begin with a one-dimensional
pure advection problem. The first test includes non-zero constant boundary
conditions while the second test case considers time-dependent boundary con-
ditions. We apply the FEM-FCT scheme also to a two-dimensional advection
problem on a quadratic domain where the advection proceeds skew to the mesh.
Finally, the convergence behaviour of the FEM-FCT stabilization is exam-
ined. For this purpose, we consider the one-dimensional pure advection problem
transporting an initial rectangular profile along the mesh and measure the error
in the numerical solution with respect to the analytic solution in the L1− and
L2−norms.
In all numerical test runs, we use linear finite elements and θ = 1/2.
4.1. Non-zero Boundary Conditions
To test the robustness of the algorithm with respect to the complexity of
the considered constraints we applied the FEM-FCT algorithm to two different
pure advection problems.
4.1.1. Constant Boundary Condition
The first test case considers the pure advection equation on Ω = [0, 1] given
by
u˙+ 0.5ux = 0 in Ω× T,
u(x, 0) = u0 in Ω× {0},
u(x, t) = u¯ on ∂Ω× T
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with boundary conditions defined as
u¯(x, t) =
{
1, x = 0
0, x = 1
and the consistent initial profile
u0(x) =
{
1, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4
0, 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 1.
The analytic solution of this problem is given by
u(x, t) = u0(x− 0.5t).
In Fig. 1, the numerical and the analytic solution at t = 0.5 are plotted. As
can be seen, the sharp front of the initial profile is transported to the right and
the position of the front is nicely tracked by the numerical scheme. In addition,
the boundary constraints are fulfilled explicitly at both boundaries.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
x
u
solution
analytic solution
numerical solution
Figure 1: Constant boundary constraints, t = 1, CFL = 0.1, ∆t = 10−3
4.1.2. Time-Dependent Boundary Conditions
A more complicated test case are time dependent boundary conditions.
Again, we consider the one-dimensional pure advection equation on Ω = [0, 1]
given by
u˙+ 0.5ux = 0 in Ω× T
u(x, 0) = u0 in Ω× {0}
u(x, t) = u¯(t) on ∂Ω× T.
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Here, the boundary condition depends now on time and is defined as
u¯(t) =

0, t < 0.1
sin2(2pi(t− 0.1)), 0.1 ≤ t ≤ 3.5
1, t > 3.5
and the consistent initial profile is given by
u0(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω.
The analytic solution is given by
u(x, t) = u¯(t− x
0.5
).
As in the test case above we plotted in fig 2 the analytic and the numerical
solution at t = 1. In this case the moving front is smooth, and the FEM-FCT
scheme is able to reproduce this front and track the front position in high quality.
Once again, the constraints are fulfilled explicitly at both boundaries.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
x
u
solution
analytic solution
numerical solution
Figure 2: Time dependent boundary constraints, t = 1, CFL = 0.1, ∆t = 10−3
4.2. Advection Skew to Mesh
In the third test case we apply the algorithm to a two dimension pure ad-
vection equation where the advection proceeds skew to the mesh. The problem
is formulated as follows
u˙− β∇u = 0 ∈ Ω
with β = (0.5, 0.5)T and zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. The initial data is
a rectangular profile as plotted in Fig 3 on the left. The standard FEM solution
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as well as the stabilized numerical solution are displayed in the middle and on the
right in Fig. 3, respectively. As expected, the standard Galerkin finite element
method produces unphysical oscillations in the numerical simulation while the
FEM-FCT stabilized solution does not show any over- or undershoots. There are
still a few small wriggles in the FEM-FCT solution as well but the solution stays
positive everywhere, cf. [18]. This two-dimensional test case was implemented
Figure 3: Left: initial profile, middle: standard Galerkin FEM solution, right: FEM-FCT
solution
using the Finite Element C++ library deal.II [31, 32].
4.3. Convergence
To compare the convergence behaviour of the FEM-FCT algorithm with the
standard Galerkin finite element method we study the one-dimensional pure
advection equation
u˙+ 0.5ux = 0 ∈ Ω = [0, 1] (36)
with discontinuous initial data
u0 =
{
1, 0.15 < x < 0.5
0, else.
(37)
The error in the numerical solution is measured by the L1− as well as the L2−
norm of the difference between the exact solution u(x, t) = u0(x − 0.5t) of the
pure advection equation (36) and the numerical solution uh. The results are
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Both algorithms are applied to the test
problem (36) - (37) on three successively refined meshes. Here, #ref is the
refinement level in the finite element simulation. The Courant number C is
chosen to fulfill C < 1.
The FEM-FCT stabilization exhibits a monotone convergence and improves the
accuracy of the numerical solution when compared with the standard Galerkin
finite element method. To further increase the efficiency of the algorithm, one
could think about applying a lumped mass FEM-FCT algorithm as proposed in
[33], where also the pros and cons of this approach are discussed in detail.
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#ref umin umax ‖uh − u‖1 ‖uh − u‖2
1 0.0 1.0 2.24e-2 8.48e-2
2 0.0 1.0 1.34e-2 6.66e-2
3 0.0 1.0 7.1e-3 4.29e-2
Table 1: FEM-FCT
#ref umin umax ‖uh − u‖1 ‖uh − u‖2
1 -0.2391 1.2109 4.00e-2 9.01e-2
2 -0.2169 1.1949 2.76e-2 6.68e-2
3 -0.2144 1.1925 1.97e-2 5.41e-2
Table 2: Standard Galerkin
5. Conclusion
We have extended the Finite Element Method - Flux Corrected Transport
scheme to a partial differential-algebraic equation framework. While the stan-
dard FEM-FCT procedure modifies the FEM system matrices to construct a low
order scheme, our extension works in a blockwise manner such that only the dif-
ferential variables are affected. From the theoretical investigation based on the
Drazin inverse we conclude that schemes such as the one step θ-method are
positivity preserving, given a Local Extremum Diminishing spatial discretiza-
tion scheme to avoid the birth and growth of local extrema. In this way, global
over- and undershoots are eliminated and the resulting scheme yields stabilized
solutions for hyperbolic problems. The numerical results confirm the theory.
Besides the one step θ-method, one could also study other time integration
schemes, but the focus of our future work will be to include the present approach
in a multiphysics simulation setting where the formulation of boundary data as
constraints is a prerequisite for the modeling of general coupling conditions.
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